4	BEYOND HORIZONS
World's Fair. I cannot remember the name or appearance of any
playmate other than my sister and cousins, and so I assume that I
had none. I must have been a rather solitary child. My health was
delicate, and I suffered from constant colds. Yet when we went to
the country, I grew strong immediately. Cities stifled me then, as
they do now.
My mother I remember as a beautiful lady whom I loved dearly.
As did my father, she liked horses. Her sister, my aunt Nellie Linn,
lived to be eighty and rode almost to the day of her death. At least
once Father and Mother visited Engknd and took coaching trips
through the shires.
Mother was fond of the theatre, and it was in a theatre that she
took the cold which resulted in her death. Out of the still-dark
confusion of that week jumps a vivid picture—my father, his face
grey with anxiety, running into the house with an oxygen-tank,
with not a glance for me standing in the last wet leaves of autumn.
She died shortly after, and I thought the world ended.
Not long ago I was examining one of Father's diaries, when I
came upon the entry: "On this day, 1888, my dearest Eva con-
tracted pneumonia." I followed on. Every anniversary day of the
illness was noted, then the death. Father had happily remarried
years before the date of these entries. In his secret nature, which he
found it so hard to break through, he must always have observed
those sad November anniversaries.
My sister Clare and I were born in a house on Ellis Avenue on
Chicago's South Side. Its grounds were spacious. I remember a
colony of pet rabbits I had in a corner. When Clare grew old
enough, Father built a playhouse for her in the yard. There was a
big stable—shining carriages arrayed in rank, blooded horses paw-
ing and nickering in the box-stalls, a harness-room gleaming with
polished straps and bits and smelling of leather, grease, and sweat.
A little boy or girl could reach up and jingle the strings of sleigh-
bells hanging on pegs. In fact, one of the clear impressions remain-
ing of Chicago in that day is of the beautiful horses on the avenues
and boulevards. My father was very fond of driving in a handsome
turn-out
Just across Ellis Avenue from us lived young George Ellery Hale,
then head of the Yerkes Observatory and later in charge of the

